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Abstract: This experiment tested the use of a nudge-based texting intervention on the moral reasoning development of preservice teachers. The intervention sent cellphone text messages of moral scenarios in one of two forms over the course of 42 days (6 weeks). Results showed no significant interaction between group assignment and time across all four indices of moral reasoning development. Findings present initial evidence that nudge-based text messages do not affect moral reasoning development of preservice teachers. Discussion reviews implications with design and use of a nudge-based approach to support moral reasoning development among teachers.
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An innate moral dimension imbues the moments, places, and relationships of teaching (Campbell, 2008; Hansen, 1998, 2001; Jackson, et al., 1993; Sockett, 1993; Tom, 1984). Every activity in teaching tasks the practitioner to decide what is good, what ought to be, and then coordinate students and resources towards that good—be it performing certain skills, understanding certain ideas, or meeting certain conditions (Fenstermacher, 1990; Hansen, 1998; Strike, 1990). How do practitioners know good over bad? The psychological process of identifying and justifying what is good over bad, specifically good action over bad action, is called moral reasoning (Locquiao & Abernathy, 2022).

The cognitive developmental model of moral reasoning describes how individuals evaluate moral claims and actions to different levels of moral knowledge based on increasingly comprehensive notions of justice and sociomoral perspective (Kohlberg, 1969, 1976, 1978; Rest et
al., 1999a, 2000). Development through these different levels—where a person acquires and uses increasingly complex patterns of moral knowledge—stems from individuals revisiting, adjusting, or affirming their current moral knowledge to dissimilar/contrarian moral claims and events. As exemplified in the work of Kohlberg (1969), the first level of moral reasoning development is pre-conventional. Moral thinking at this level considers value and legitimacy to moral claim and actions according to external sources like material consequences (e.g., financial benefit) or the preference of immediate peers (e.g., parents and friends). The second level of moral reasoning is conventional. Moral thinking at this level evaluates moral claims and actions to the extent they support or align with the moral preferences of broad social structures/organizations (e.g., religious custom, professional code, public law). The third level of moral reasoning development is post-conventional moral reasoning, otherwise known as principled moral reasoning. It refers to moral thinking that evaluates moral claims and action beyond personal/group interest and beyond social structures like traditions, roles, and laws. Post-conventional moral reasoning entails a priori thinking in that it does not only consider what is good given oneself, given one’s family, or given one’s country, it asks “what is good?” independent of personal gain or group membership. It seeks to identify underlying moral claims that are good in of themselves. Post-conventional moral reasoning cites self-chosen principles that have been vetted to standards of logical coherency, open scrutiny, and consensus.

**Moral Reasoning Among Teachers**

Despite the moral quality of teaching, ample empirical scholarship points to: (a) how preservice and inservice teachers seldom activate post-conventional moral reasoning and (b) how teacher preparation programs graduate candidates who over their coursework, report little to no change in moral development (Cummings et al., 2001, 2007, 2010; Diessner, 1991; Griffore & Lewis, 1978; Lampe, 1994; McNeel, 1994; Yeazell & Johnson, 1988). Surveys which used the Defining Issues Test, a scale measure of moral reasoning, have reported preservice and inservice teachers activate post-conventional moral reasoning between 26% to 40% of the time. Additionally, research has found that in contrast to students enrolled in other degree programs, students enrolled in teacher education programs stagnate or even decrease in principled moral thinking as they complete coursework (Cummings et al., 2003; Davison, 1979; Johnson & Reiman, 2007; McNeel, 1994; Yeazell & Jonhson, 1988).

The above trend has been suggested to stem from over-emphasis on rote coursework that tasks students to choose and use methods, but ignores examination of the principles that imbue and implications that follow use of procedural methods (Ben-Peretz, 1995; Bergem, 1992; Beyer, 1991; Campbell, 1997; Cummings et al., 2003; Goodlad, 1994; Johnson, 2008; Mahoney, 2009; Oser, 1994; Sirotnik, 1990). Teacher preparation programs have also been faulted for presenting the moral/ethical responsibilities of teaching in a single piecemeal lesson (at best) or omitting moral/ethical content entirely (at worst) (Campbell, 1997, 2003, 2008; Decker et al., 2021; Jones et al., 1999; Maxwell et al., 2016; Sileo et al., 2008; Sockey & LePage, 2002). The situation is exacerbated by how teacher programs do not have a body of vetted practices to guide such moral/ethical instruction. Because empirical research has given sparse attention to testing interventions to support teachers’ moral development. The few empirical studies that do exist often used small sample sizes, lacked randomized assignment, and/or used multiple interventions in tandem—all of which impede inferences to utility (Bell & Liu, 2015; Cummings et al., 2010; Glassberg & Sprinthall, 1980; O’Flaherty & Mcgarr, 2014; Özçinar, 2015; Reiman & Peace 2002; Shafer, 1978; Yost, 1997).
Moral Reasoning and Equitable Education

Low use of post-conventional moral reasoning is a problem because greater use of post-conventional moral thinking has been linked with student-centered instruction. Teachers who tend to use post-conventional moral reasoning have been observed to design and implement lessons that accommodate diverse forms of student engagement (Johnston, 1985); seek democratic consensus rather than exercise authoritarian mandate to manage classroom behaviors (Johnston & Lubomudrov, 1987; Maccallum, 1993); and modify instruction just-in-time to adapt to varying student characteristics (Johnston, 1989).

Lower rates of post-conventional moral reasoning also suggests that teachers struggle to resolve—let alone make sense of—the many situations where moral action demands teachers to act against their personal benefit, peer approval, or even the law. History presents many moments where moral action challenged the above items: Rosa Parks refused to yield her bus seat despite great personal risk in legal sanctions, social censure, and violent retribution. We must prepare teachers who think and act to coherent and consistent obligations/principles. Without this capacity, education efforts to correct inequities in the access, process, and outcomes of learning would diminish in purpose and practice.

The link between moral reasoning and equitable education is exemplified in the example of special education in the United States. Not long ago, most Americans held a stubborn moral claim: that a swath of people did not warrant basic human dignity and rights (Osgood, 2008). This claim motivated systematic injustice and harm against individuals with disabilities in the access, process, and outcomes of public education—among other life domains. But many Americans reconsidered that claim as disability affected more of their families, friends, and neighbors. And they gradually recognized that their own communities’ norms and laws were wrong. In turn, they acted to change those norms and laws despite widespread ambivalence or strident opposition.

Teachers with lower rates of post-conventional moral reasoning cannot be expected to understand nor stick with the work of equitable education when resistance emerges. This concern is not unfounded. Johnston (1989) found that teachers who used lower rates of post-conventional moral reasoning expressed ambivalence towards individualized instruction. Movement towards more equitable education presumes that practitioners at minimum acknowledge the diversity of claims to an education even if they hinder or oppose personal, group, or societal interest. If a teacher does not understand nor appreciate claims to equity, how can they act upon claims to equity? Further yet, how can they persevere to act upon such claims despite nonexistent benefit or negative consequence?

Nudges to Induce Moral Reasoning Development

Moral reasoning development among teachers is crucial. But empirical research has yet to corroborate how to best induce moral reasoning development among teachers. Inspiration can be found from other disciplines to guide interventions. One of the most prominent ideas to emerge from behavioral economics is nudge theory which refers to changing the environments (e.g., material, mental, social) that surround a choice in subtle ways to encourage certain behaviors without restricting other behaviors (Hansen, 2016; Thaler & Sunstein, 2008). Nudges are planned design elements to “choice architecture that alter people’s behaviors in a [cheap] predictable way without forbidding any options or significantly changing their economic incentives” (Thaler & Sunstein, 2008, pg. 6). Nudges refer to deliberate environmental modifications to influence a person’s judgement, choice, or action towards a judgement, choice, or action which supports their self-interest. An example of a nudge would place unhealthy foods like potato chips in the backmost trays to a school cafeteria which would reduce consumption of unhealthy foods because students...
would defer exerting more effort to reach them. Nudge as a quality falls in a continuum rather than as an either/or condition where the incorporation of more or less nudge premises and elements (e.g., simplification) mark greater or lesser nudgeiness behind an intervention. Outright banning potato chips garners less nudgeiness than placing an apple in a child’s hand which in turn invites less nudgeiness than placing potato chips out of reach.

Use of nudges has gained traction in general education research to address a variety of issues ranging from enrolling low-income high school graduates in college on time; encouraging parents to monitor their child’s academic coursework; motivating teachers to meet performance benchmarks; and bolstering students’ identity as learners (Bergman & Rogers, 2017; Castleman & Page, 2015; Damgaard & Nielsen, 2018; Fryer et al., 2012; Lin-Siegler et al., 2016; Thaler & Sunstein, 2008). Notably, Rogers et al. (2017) mailed postcards to parents/guardians in a large urban school district which presented their child’s attendance patterns, the consequences for missing many days of schools, and how parents/guardians can support attendance. They reported that this cheap and simple act (which amounted to simplified disclosures) yielded a significant drop in absenteeism among children in the experimental group.

However, nudges have yet to be fully explored in the context of inducing overall moral development or moral reasoning. To date, there exists just a handful of theoretical commentary and empirical research (Desai & Kouchaki, 2017; Engelen et al., 2018; Heinzelm man et al., 2012). The gap is unfortunate because there exists a theoretical fit in using nudge principles to design and implement an intervention to activate and spur moral reasoning. Within the cognitive developmental model, moral dilemma discussions, Just Communities, and formal ethics coursework endure as established interventions to induce moral reasoning development (Blatt & Kohlberg, 1975; Colby et al., 1977; Schlaefli et al., 1985; Snarey & Samuelson, 2008; Walker, 1983). At their core, both interventions expose and challenge participants to comprehend and discuss different moral claims across different social situations. But both interventions invite physical, organizational, and psychosocial barriers that impact the frequency and quality of such activities. Both interventions place a burden of coordinating times and physical space among multiple participants. Both interventions task organizations to divert limited resources to run the interventions. In the context of a teacher preparation program, both interventions shift the number of minutes/credit hours and personnel that could be dedicated to mandatory coursework or other urgent learning objectives. Both interventions also invite psychosocial barriers where after having gathered participants, there exists no guarantee that different forms of moral reasoning will be presented over the course of the discussion.

A nudge-based intervention can preserve several conceptual features of traditional interventions while reducing their costs and barriers. A nudge-based intervention could involve using the platform of cellphone text messages to deliver moral dilemmas to participants. Because the form and function of cellphone text messages lends itself to using nudge principles to induce behavioral changes. In terms of physical considerations, the ubiquity of cellphones affords a platform that follows participants for most anywhere of their day-to-day. Cellphone texting is also asynchronous in that participants do not receive target content at a single point of time and without possibility to review content at their own schedule. In terms of organizational logistics for teacher preparation programs, phone text messages do not significantly shift or disrupt coursework priorities, personnel resources, or day-to-day operations. In terms of psychosocial considerations, cellphone texts can be written to present a wide variety of moral situations with different resolutions justified by different moral schemata. Doing so fits the nudge principle of salience by disclosing otherwise unknown moral claims (Sunstein, 2014b; Thaler & Sunstein, 2008). And doing so fits the nudge principles of simplification by making the language behind the claims and reasoning more
relatable. Texts can be automatically sent in regular intervals which fit the nudge principles of reminders to structure habits. Reading texts at regular intervals over a stretch of time works against cognitive inertia by repeatedly activating moral schemata.

Ample public health literature corroborated the use of cellphone text messages to induce behavioral/habit change: sending regular text messages has nudged individuals towards behaviors like quitting cigarette-smoking, diabetes management, treatment fidelity, and engaging in physical activity (Hall et al., 2015; Muench & Baumel, 2017; Thakkar et al., 2016). Tofighi et al. (2017) reported that sending regular text messages (which amounted to reminders and disclosures) to individuals with substance dependence increased not only medication adherence and involvement with peer support groups, but also reduced consumption. Glasner et al. (2020) confirmed that it is both feasible and effective to embed cognitively-loaded prompts over text messages. They found that embedding the language of cognitive behavioral therapy (e.g., reminders to personal goals) in text messages increased rates of drug treatment adherence and lowered rates of alcohol consumption. The platform of cellphone text messages may project ease and simplicity (which align with nudge premises), but it can spur dramatic shifts to exceedingly stubborn behaviors/habits. One infers that between reading cellphone texts and shifts in behaviors/habits, an underlying mechanism—namely, a change in thinking—triggered to start and sustain them. Therefore, if sending text messages can stir intractable health thinking, sending text messages may stir intractable moral thinking as well.

**Purpose of Study and Research Questions**

This study sought to add to empirical literature by addressing two gaps from the review. The first gap stems from how teaching entails moral work and consequence, yet ample scholarship points to low rates of post-conventional moral thinking among teachers, inconsistent attention from teacher preparation programs, and limited intervention research. The second gap refers to how nudges have gained traction in guiding answers to issues in education, but have not been used to guide answers in supporting moral reasoning development of teachers. To address both gaps, the present study tested the use of a nudge-based texting intervention to induce the moral reasoning development of preservice teachers enrolled in a teacher preparation program. In turn, the study asked the following research questions to evaluate the intervention:

- To what extent does participation in a nudge-based texting intervention interact with time to affect (a) pre-conventional moral reasoning, (b) conventional moral reasoning, (c) post-conventional moral reasoning, and (d) the ratio of higher-order to lower-order moral reasoning among preservice teachers?

**Method**

The study used a pretest-posttest randomized experiment design, also known as randomized control trial, to test the effects of an intervention (see Figure 1). Pretest-posttest refers to how baseline data on the dependent variable was collected prior to intervention and how data on the dependent variable was again collected after intervention (Bryman, 2012; Creswell & Creswell, 2018; Shadish et al., 2002). Randomized experiment refers to how study participants were randomly assigned to one of two groups, experimental and control, which determined if they participated or did not participate in the primary round of intervention.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS AND RATIONALE

Table 1 presents participant characteristics in gender, age, race/ethnicity, and college standing at pretest and posttest. Participants comprised preservice teachers enrolled in a teacher preparation program at a public university in the United States. Program admission was selective where preservice teachers must have been recommended by a licensed practicing teacher of record in addition to meeting academic criteria. At the time of this study, the preservice teachers started onsite field experiences. There were two reasons for selecting preservice teachers enrolled in field experiences. First, field experience introduces preservice teachers to their first foray in rendering professional judgement in situations with competing claims and constraints. Second, focusing on the time of embarking upon field experiences meant preservice teachers shared a more comparable baseline level of developmental maturity by virtue of nearing the end point of the program. The alternative of selecting preservice teachers at any point of the program (e.g., first semester coursework) was expected to yield markedly different levels of developmental maturity which could confound effects from just the intervention.

The author’s university IRB approved the study protocol to secure participants’ informed consent and ensure voluntary participation and withdrawal at any time. Participants were randomly assigned to receive or not receive the texting intervention in the initial round of intervention. Participants submitted a pretest prior to the initial round of intervention period; and submitted a posttest at the end of the intervention period. A financial incentive ($30 USD gift card) accompanied posttest submission. Use of a financial incentive was justified by survey research which has pointed to financial reimbursement as an effective practice to support participant response at posttest and reduce participant attrition over the course of an intervention (Cobanoglu & Cobanoglu, 2003; Halpern et al., 2004; Halpern et al., 2002; Singer & Bossarte, 2006; Yu et al., 2017).
Initially, 60 preservice teachers submitted the pretest and passed Defining Issues Test Version 2 (DIT-2) validity checks (Bebeau & Thoma, 2003). The final analytic sample size comprised 46 preservice teachers who submitted the posttest and passed DIT-2 validity checks. Post hoc power analysis using G*Power concluded that the final analytic sample size yielded power level ($\beta$)=0.917 set at alpha level ($\alpha$)=0.05 (Faul et al., 2007). This met education research conventions for two-way mixed ANOVA that detects moderate effect sizes starting at $\eta^2_p = 0.06$ (corresponding to Cohen’s $d=0.5$) and accounts for attrition pegged at 10% (Ellis, 2010; Kraft 2019; Weunsch, 2015). Essentially, any significant moderate effects reported from inferential testing would reflect true moderate effects 91.7% of the time.

The final analytic sample size corresponded to a 23% attrition rate overall, with 21% attrition in the experimental group and 26% in the control group which amounts to a 5% differential attrition rate. Attrition rate is crucial for randomized experiments because high attrition rates (>30% attrition in education interventions) threaten baseline equivalency of participant characteristics between the experimental and control groups (Cook et al., 2015; Gersten et al., 2005; Song & Herman, 2010; Valentine & McHugh, 2007; U.S. Department of Education, 2020). Imbalanced groups may over- or under-represent certain characteristics which confound causal inferences to just the intervention.

The researcher identified $\eta^2_p = 0.06$ (corresponding to Cohen’s $d=0.50$) as appropriate for two reasons. Meta-analyses by Schlaefli et al. (1985) and Power et al. (1989) reported that established interventions of moral dilemma discussions and Just Communities overall yielded low-moderate effect size changes (Cohen’s $d=0.40$) in moral reasoning development. And Mertens et al.’s (2022) meta-analysis reported that nudge-based interventions overall yielded similar low-

---

Table 1
Sample characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pretest n$_1$=60</th>
<th>Posttest n$_2$=46</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group Assignment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-20</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-23</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-26</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27-29</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>College Standing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race/Ethnicity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian/Pacific Islander</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other or Undisclosed</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
moderate effect size changes (Cohen’s $d=0.43$) across myriad psychological domains as well. For a nudge-based intervention to serve as a viable alternative, it can and should demonstrate a comparable moderate effect on moral reasoning development as well.

**Measure**

The dependent variable was the construct of moral reasoning as measured by the empirically validated Defining Issues Test Version 2 (DIT-2) (Bebeau & Thoma, 2003; Rest, 1979; Rest et al., 1999b; Thoma, 2014). The DIT-2 tasks individuals to recognize and rank the moral importance of pre-written statements—which correspond to different moral thinking—to several moral dilemmas. Participants submitted the DIT-2 pretest before the primary round of intervention (before field experiences started) and then submitted the DIT-2 posttest at the end of the primary round of intervention (during field experiences). The DIT-2 calculates several index scores from participant responses (Bebeau & Thoma, 2003; Thoma, 2014).

The first index score is the Personal Interest Schema Score which measures the proportion of statements selected that prioritize personal benefit or immediate group interest (corresponding to pre-conventional moral reasoning). The second index is the Maintaining Norms Schema Score which measures the proportion of statements selected that prioritize stable society, status quo, and established procedures/roles (corresponding to conventional moral reasoning). The third index Post-conventional Schema Score measures the proportion of statements that prioritize consensus-building, non-negotiable rights, and universal ideals (corresponding to post-conventional moral reasoning).

The fourth index N2 Score measures the ratio between preference for Post-conventional statements over Personal Interest statements. The ratio score supports inferences on genuine preference for post-conventional reasoning because greater preference for contract-based and ideal-based moral reasoning ought to coincide with greater rejection of interest-based and custom-based moral reasoning. The researcher submitted completed tests to the Center for the Study of Ethical Development for calculation. Reliability between the DIT-2 and the original DIT reported Cronbach alpha at 0.79 (Rest et al., 1999b). Construct validity for the original DIT has been vetted to multiple criteria across numerous studies. Notably, DIT scores have been linked to coincide with other developmental constructs like moral comprehension; have been positively related to prosocial behaviors; and have been shown to change in response to moral education intervention.

**Intervention Criteria**

The independent variable was participating or not participating in the nudge-based texting intervention. The intervention sent cellphone text messages to participants in the experimental condition. The text messages presented a moral scenario in one of two forms that alternated over the course of intervention (see Appendix A for scenario examples). The first form presented a moral dilemma in the traditional manner (e.g., Heinz Dilemma) with one type of justified action to that moral dilemma. The second form asked a subversive question on the limits (if any) to common moral values/norms alongside a related situation. The second form did not present justifications to actions taken in each situation. Participants in the experimental condition were not instructed nor expected to interact with text messages in a formal manner (e.g., type a response) beyond review as doing so would have diminished its nudge quality by adding a task demand on participants.

Several criteria guided development of both scenario forms (see Figure 2). The first criterion was that both forms present text messages that evoked common moral scenarios described in empirical research, ethics literature, or historical events (e.g., internment of Japanese Americans during World War II) (Cohen, 2003; Colby & Kohlberg, 1987; Galbraith and Jones,
1976; Grassian, 1992; Greene et al., 2001; Levinson & Fay, 2016; Scarlet & Arthur, 2014). The choice to not present just scenarios specific to education/school settings was justified by how above scholarship has often posed general situations (e.g., trolley problem) rather than specific domain/work situations. In contrast, besides O’Flaherty and McGarr’s (2014) use of in-depth school cases, there exists limited empirical precedence that presentation of moral scenarios based on domain/work situations rather than general situations more readily activates moral reasoning. This choice was further justified by Hren et al.’s (2011) observation that onsite pre-professionals often defer to expert/established thinking and judgement as right, correct, or acceptable. Therefore, presenting general scenarios beyond just education/school contexts was expected to shift preservice teachers to consider scenarios away from a preoccupation of getting the right answer to instead making sense of a right answer.

Figure 2
Moral scenarios criteria

Moral Scenarios Criteria

1. Both forms evoked moral scenarios in empirical/ethics literature and documented history
2. Both forms speak to plausible realism
3. Both forms do not exceed 250 words as cellphone text messages
4. Forms are presented in alternating sequence

Moral Dilemmas

1. Traditional presentation
2. Presents example of action and justification that reflects a specific level of moral reasoning (pre-conventional, conventional, post-conventional)
3. Pits two values/norms against each other as identified by Colby & Kohlberg (1989) list (e.g., Life vs Conscience)
4. Alternating sequence with no repeats of moral reasoning levels

Subversive Questions

1. Presents question that asks limits to common moral values/prohibitions
2. Presents example of subverted moral value/prohibition
3. Examples have no explicit elaboration of justification
4. Alternating schedule between questions that ask when X moral value/prohibition is good and when X moral value/prohibition is bad.

The second criterion was that both forms present plausible situations which present probable rather than fantastical elements (e.g., superheroes, alternate history, magic). The third criterion was that the text messages do not exceed 250 words. This maximum word count threshold strove to balance between preserving both nudge and cognitive developmental principles. With respect to nudge, the maximum threshold sought to uphold simplification, disclosure, and ease of cost/accessibility (Sunstein, 2014b; Thaler & Sunstein, 2008). Because the message length was understood to: (a) present just enough detail in each scenario to comprehend its basic moral conflict; (b) convey just one sort of prescriptive judgement—rather than as many possible prescriptive judgements—to each scenario as not disclosing even a single prescriptive judgement would have imperiled the point of exposure to different levels of moral thinking; and (c) ease and support participant engagement by capping the word density of each scenario. The last item
recognized that text messaging as a medium presumes non-standard writing conventions, *textisms*, like economy of expression where text messages strive for small word counts and acronyms (Berger & Coch, 2010; Kemp, 2010; Lyddy et al., 2013). Additionally, industry research on email message length (a comparable medium because its content is often reviewed on smartphones) identified that going past 200-300 words accelerates the chance for participant non-response in viewing and sticking with messages (Moore, 2016; Ruggiero, 2020).

The maximum word count threshold also sought to support the cognitive developmental premise that more rather than less exposure to multifaceted social situations and moral claims ought to engender cognitive dissonance as a person activates their moral schema to consider such situations and claims. Longer-than-typical text message length was expected to more often activate moral schema in contrast with presenting scenarios to a typical text message length like “You are on a boat. Who do you save?”. Because such texts disclosed more details and prescriptive judgements to comprehend and then evaluate. Furthermore, typical text message lengths invited the risk of reinforcing moral schema to an echo-chamber rather than inciting cognitive dissonance because participants may project scenario details which match rather than challenge their moral thinking. Beyond both models, the upper limit also reflects part artful judgement as this intervention not only serves as the first of its kind to blend nudge theory and cognitive developmental principles; but because despite the widespread use of text messages in social interventions, there does not yet exist a robust body of empirical research which corroborates best practices on their ideal form like text message length (Hall et al., 2015). The fourth criterion was that both scenarios would be presented in an alternating sequence of moral dilemma, subversive question, moral dilemma, etc.

The first form had additional criteria. The first criterion was that each moral scenario pit—at minimum—two moral values/norms against each other as identified in Colby and Kohlberg’s (1987) list like Contracts vs Authority, Life vs Conscience, Truth vs Property, Affiliation vs Conscience, etc. The second criterion was that justified actions represent one form of moral reasoning (e.g., pre-conventional, conventional, and post-conventional). And that forms of moral reasoning were presented in an alternating sequence as well: intervention days presented conventional, post-conventional, pre-conventional, etc. justified actions.

The second form also had additional criteria. First, the text messages alternated between questions that asked when is X moral value/norm good and when is X moral value/norm bad. Second, the text messages presented each moral value/norm in the context of subversion, of limits to application: when is it good to steal, when is it bad to help, etc. Third, the text messages gave no justification behind actions taken in a situation.

**INTERVENTION RANDOMIZATION AND SCHEDULE**

Each participant was assigned a four-digit number (e.g., 1060) to serve as a case identifier. This was done to safeguard against selection bias and experimenter bias in both choosing and scoring specific participants for the intervention or control group (Gersten et al., 2005). Randomized assignment of each case identifier was conducted via Haahr’s (2022) True Random Number Service platform to ensure that participants had equal chance of being placed in the experimental or control condition (Altman & Bland, 1999; Bryman, 2012; Lachin et al., 1988; Thach & Berger, 2005).

The intervention was delivered in two consecutive academic semesters with two rounds per semester (see Figure 3). The primary round had the experimental group participate in the intervention followed by a secondary round where the control group participated in the intervention after posttest. This was done to meet ethical responsibility that any positive effects from the
The intervention would be shared with all participants. The intervention followed the same delivery pattern for all rounds. The intervention was implemented over six consecutive weeks (42 days) with alternating days of delivery: Day 1 sent a text message; Day 3 sent a text message; Day 5 sent a text message; etc. The rationale behind 6 consecutive weeks (42 days) recognized how previous research on moral dilemma discussions showed that greatest increases in moral reasoning development came from interventions that lasted between 4-12 weeks (Schlaefli et al., 1985).

The rationale behind sending texts every other day was guided by research in the health information sciences which found that sending reminders every day can engender reminder fatigue to the point where participants ignore reminders (Muench & Baumel, 2017). The text messages alternated between the first and second forms as mentioned in the previous section. The researcher sent individual text messages to each participant’s cellphone number. The messages were sent evening hours between the times of 7:00 pm-9:00 pm. The two-hour gap gave the researcher time to resolve issues that might have risen like text messages errors or unreliable phone service. After the first round of intervention was completed, a week for posttest collection followed. Secondary round of intervention then started for control groups after the posttest period.

**Figure 3**

*Data collection and intervention schedule*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Collection (Pre-Test)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Week 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ROUND 1 INTERVENTION
Round 1 experimental group receives intervention; control group does not receive intervention

Submission before start of field experience
Primary round-experimental group assigned to receive intervention

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Collection (Post-Test)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Week 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ROUND 2 INTERVENTION
Control group receives intervention

Submission in middle of field experience
Secondary round-control group assigned to receive intervention

**INTERVENTION THEORY OF CHANGE**

The target intervention assumed a theory of change guided by both the Cognitive Developmental Model of Moral Reasoning and Nudge Theory (see Figure 4) (Weiss, 1998). First, exposure to varying moral scenarios with distinct actions that reflect changing levels of moral reasoning was hypothesized to induce moral reasoning development in the experimental group. Regular exposure over time was expected to provide participants with more opportunities to reflect upon moral claims and in turn spur moral disequilibrium.
Second, presenting different moral scenarios as text messages was expected to serve as purposeful structural change to the \textit{day-by-day choice architecture} of participants in the experimental condition. Text messages served as structured opportunities embedded in participants’ lives to reflect on moral claims. More opportunities to reflect was anticipated to heighten the likelihood of cognitive disequilibrium which in turn would induce moral reasoning development. Presenting moral scenarios as text messages met multiple nudge elements: ease of access and cost, disclosure and simplification, and regular reminder (Sunstein, 2014b; Thaler & Sunstein, 2008). In terms of easing accessibility and cost, cellphone text messages removed the need for a classroom, in-the-moment physical interaction, and commitment of hours in a day. In terms of disclosure and simplification, text messages were designed to present accessible moral dilemmas and rationales that may otherwise never be experienced or come up in day-to-day conversation. Furthermore, because moral scenarios were written to highlight different forms of moral reasoning, participants have more opportunities to comprehend contrarian claims and resolve cognitive disequilibrium. Finally, because the text messages delivered moral scenarios on a regular schedule, they served as reminders to activate participants’ moral schemata which over repeated reflection and consideration would advance moral reasoning development.

**DATA ANALYSIS**

To answer the research questions, the study used two-way mixed ANOVA for inferential testing (see Figure 5). Two-way refers to how the analytic sample was measured to two factors split by two levels; and mixed refers to how the analytic sample was measured by both between-group and within-group factors (Cohen, 2013; Field, 2017). Specifically, the study distinguished between (a) group assignment (experimental and control) and (b) passage of time (pretest and posttest). The two-way mixed ANOVA reported F-statistics which highlight the extent that variance due to group assignment, passage of time, and their interaction are significant. The two-way mixed ANOVA also reported partial eta-squared denoted by $\eta^2_p$ which referred to effect size—the magnitude of association—from group assignment, passage of time, and their interaction (Cohen, 2013; Cohen, 1988; Levine & Hullett, 2010; Richardson, 2011).
**RESULTS**

Descriptive and inferential statistics on each index are presented in Tables 2-5. ANOVA assumptions of normal distribution and homogeneity of variances were met; and one outlier case was included in analysis due to robustness of ANOVAs (Cohen, 2013; Field, 2017). Several patterns emerged from the results. First, preservice teachers assigned in the control and experimental group reported pretest Personal Interest Schema scores of $\bar{x}=22.95$ (13.40) and $\bar{x}=23.56$ (11.66) respectively; and they reported posttest scores of $\bar{x}=28.26$ (15.99) and $\bar{x}=24.08$ (11.43). Personal Interest Schema scores increased over time for both groups, with the control group showing a greater gain of 5.31 points. However, there was no significant interaction effect between group assignment and passage of time on Personal Interest Score, $F(1, 44) = 1.305, p >0.05$, partial $\eta^2 = 0.029$. Main effects of group assignment and time yielded nonsignificant differences.

**Table 2**
*Descriptive and ANOVA statistics on Personal Interest Schema Scores*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$M_1$ (SD)</th>
<th>$M_2$ (SD)</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>$F$</th>
<th>$P$</th>
<th>$\eta^2_p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>22.95 (13.40)</td>
<td>28.26 (15.99)</td>
<td>73.087</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>73.087</td>
<td>0.292</td>
<td>0.592</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group</strong></td>
<td>23.56 (11.66)</td>
<td>24.08 (11.43)</td>
<td>11009.565</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>250.217</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Error</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time</strong></td>
<td>195.174</td>
<td>195.174</td>
<td>195.174</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>195.174</td>
<td>1.936</td>
<td>0.171</td>
<td>0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group x Time</strong></td>
<td>131.522</td>
<td>131.522</td>
<td>131.522</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>131.522</td>
<td>1.305</td>
<td>0.260</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Error</strong></td>
<td>4435.304</td>
<td>100.802</td>
<td>4435.304</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* *p < .05
Second, preservice teachers assigned in the control and experimental group reported pretest Maintaining Norms Schema scores of $\bar{x} = 33.82$ (14.88) and $\bar{x} = 27.39$ (12.58) respectively; and they
reported posttest scores of $\bar{x}=31.91$ (12.14) and $\bar{x}=30.69$ (11.62). Maintaining Norms Schema scores decreased for the control group but increased for the experimental group. Yet there existed no significant interaction between group assignment and time on Maintaining Norms Schema Score, $F(1, 44) = 1.904, p>0.05, \eta^2_p= 0.041$. Main effects of group assignment and time yielded nonsignificant differences as well.

Third, preservice teachers assigned in the control and experimental group reported pretest Post-conventional Schema scores of $\bar{x}=37.04$ (13.52) and $\bar{x}=41.91$ (16.40) respectively; and they reported posttest scores of $\bar{x}=33.65$ (14.71) and $\bar{x}=39.82$ (13.21). Post-conventional Schema scores decreased for both the control group and experimental group. But there existed no significant interaction between group assignment and time on Post-conventional Schema Score, $F(1, 44) =0.149, p>0.05, \eta^2_p=0.003$. Main effects of group assignment and time yielded nonsignificant differences.

Fourth, preservice teachers assigned in the control and experimental group reported pretest N2 scores (the ratio between preference for post-conventional statements over personal interest statements) of $\bar{x}=37.03$ (13.78) and $\bar{x}=36.07$ (15.68) respectively; and they reported posttest scores of $\bar{x}=35.54$ (13.61) and $\bar{x}=37.75$ (14.32). N2 scores decreased for both the control group and experimental group. Still, there existed no significant interaction between group assignment and time on N2 Score, $F(1, 44) = 1.077, p>0.05, \eta^2_p=0.024$. As with the other indices above, main effects of group assignment and time yielded nonsignificant differences.

**DISCUSSION**

Using a nudge-based texting intervention does not appear to affect the moral reasoning development of preservice teachers. The results show that on all four indices of moral reasoning development, the preservice teacher who received nudge-based text messages did not significantly differ from the preservice teacher who received zero text-messages. In addition to lack of significance, the experimental group reported a drop in post-conventional moral reasoning. This occurrence was unexpected because participation in an intervention that sought to increase the use of post-conventional thinking should—at minimum—not have yielded even lesser use of post-conventional thinking.

One possible explanation for the broad lack of change and the conspicuous drop in post-conventional thinking, which draws from Hren et al.’s (2011) research on clinical experiences, may be attributed to the moderating influence of field experiences where principles (and attendant idealism) were dampened as pre-conventional and conventional demands (e.g., student performance, supervisory evaluation, peer collaboration, parent scrutiny, academic standards, legal mandates, etc.) preoccupied their thinking. That the control group preservice teachers reported a parallel drop in post-conventional thinking corroborates this inference because they participated in the same field experience.

Another possible explanation is that the nudge-based texting intervention embedded many but not all cognitive-developmental intervention premises in its design. One of those omitted premises is the idea of transactive discussions which refer to the dialogue between individuals as they build, dismantle, and transform moral claims through back-and-forth exchange (Berkowitz, 1980, 1985; Berkowitz & Gibbs, 1983). As described above, a major premise of the cognitive developmental model is that moral development coincides with transformation of a person’s reasoning structures because of active conflict and accommodation to contrarian moral positions. Certain types of social interactions, *transacts*, yield more opportunities for such conflict and accommodation. Some transacts are operational whereby a person alters or integrates a peer’s
moral claim over the course of deliberation. Operational transacts are marked by seeking to refine, extend, contradict, or synthesize a peer’s moral claim. And some transacts are representational whereby a person merely summarizes/reiterates a peer’s moral claim. Operational transacts have been found to induce the strongest upward changes in moral reasoning development. Because operational transacts prompt peers to elaborate, qualify, and connect which invites iterative conflict and coordination between one’s moral thinking and another’s moral thinking. Established interventions like moral dilemma discussions facilitate moral reasoning development in part because their design permits more opportunities to engage in operational transacts.

In contrast, the nudge-based texting intervention afforded just representational transacts. Participants were not tasked to respond to the text messages; and participants did not receive texts or calls back that asked them to elaborate, qualify, or justify their thinking. At the most then, each discrete text message initiated a representational exchange by sharing a given case and one kind of action in that give case. There existed no sustained back-and-forth operational discourse that acted on participant thinking. Therefore, conflict and accommodation hinged entirely upon a participant’s internal monologue without the moderating influence of another peer’s thinking. Omitting transactive discussions then may have hindered moral development then by placing conflict and accommodation upon intra-individual rather than inter-individual deliberation. However, as a caveat, including a component of transactive discussions would have compromised the nudge quality to the intervention by placing more cognitive and logistical demands in expecting participants to engage to in sustained discourse with other peers.

And another possible explanation is that the intervention may have not changed the environment in such a way as to encourage rather than discourage target behaviors (Sunstein, 2014a; Thaler & Sunstein, 2008). The text messages may not have necessarily reduced physical, mental, or social barriers to engage with the intervention and subsequently activate moral thinking. Text message length—despite purposeful design towards balance in conceptual concision and density as mentioned above—may have diminished engagement with moral scenarios by magnifying attentional and processing demands. The intervention also presumed an optimal time of access when preservice teachers would regularly use their phones every other evening. This assumption did not accommodate the possibility that participants tackle other pressing obligations (e.g., working night shifts) which would invariably affect the frequency, duration, and quality of deliberation with each text message.

Study results do not support the use of a nudge-based texting intervention to induce moral reasoning development. What then may teacher preparation programs learn and apply from this? Rather than outright shut down the feasibility of blending both theories to guide moral reasoning interventions, above points suggest that a nudge-based texting intervention can be further revised to facilitate more operational interactions with peers. Teacher preparation programs may wish to present moral scenarios as group-based text messages and prompt participants to engage in iterative discussions where they state, clarify, and challenge moral claims. However, doing so invites conceptual and logistic challenges where such an intervention moves away rather than towards nudgeiness. Because the teacher preparation program must then determine the number of participants per group; monitor the quality of discussions; present sufficiently different moral perspectives, etc. But these questions justify future research that identifies the optimal ratio in what and how much to blend from both theories.

Study results also affirm that moral reasoning development proves remarkably stubborn. Effective moral programming appears to warrant an umbrella of related interventions rather than stand-alone efforts. A major premise of nudge is to work with rather than against a person’s ingrained thinking and behaviors. The current intervention may have presumed a threshold of moral
readiness in background knowledge, perspective-taking, reflective experience, transactive discussions, etc. that participants did not have nor habituate just enough. A nudge can only work with what exists. Use of traditional approaches like moral dilemma discussions, Just Communities, formal ethics coursework, etc.—on top of a nudge-based texting intervention—may build that prerequisite background knowledge, perspective-taking, reflective experience, transactive discussions, etc. Consequently, in terms of practice, teacher preparation programs that opt to use a nudge-based texting intervention ought to apply it as part of rather than the sole endeavor to support moral reasoning development.

Having said so, study results cannot definitively comment on the possibility that the nudge-based texting intervention influenced other domains of moral life. The nudge-based intervention as designed may not have necessarily primed the conditions for moral reasoning development. But over the course of exposure to scenarios, the nudge-based texting intervention may have stimulated other moral functions like moral awareness (recognition that situations present moral questions/claims) or moral identity (extent that a person considers/defines themselves to a moral dimension) (Aquino & Reed, 2002; Rest, 1979). Furthermore, nudges may have induced changes as understood through other moral perspectives like ethics of care (Noddings 1984). Sending text message moral scenarios may have activated and reinforced participants’ commitment to care for their family, friends, and community. Subsequent research on a nudge-based texting intervention may examine the extent that other expressions of moral life can be nudged. In terms of practice, the results advise caution where teacher preparation programs consider that moral programming (nudge-based or otherwise) which does not induce change as intended, does not bar the possibility of other worthwhile growth.

Finally, study results corroborate why teacher preparation programs should continue to address teachers’ moral reasoning. Preservice teachers continue to use principled moral reasoning less than half the time. Given a situation that pits different stakeholder claims, a teacher will process and proceed with a judgement motivated by personal advantage, group interest, or adherence to formal social laws and bodies. The purpose and practice of equitable education is sustained by practitioners who appreciate and challenge moral stakes beyond self and society, towards what is good in principle. Focusing preparation on graduating teachers who know student characteristics, who meet legal mandates, who wield high-leverage instructional practices, but lack moral reasoning imperils equitable education. Because it ushers graduating cohorts of teachers who know the parts of instruction but miss its moral point to correct and to safeguard against injustice and harm.
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Appendix A. Text Message Moral Reasoning Scenarios

Day One (Ethical Dilemma) Conventional. Property vs Affiliation.

A pharmacy created a wonder drug that cures all forms of cancer. The drug, in pill form, starts working within the same day of application. The pharmacy decided to charge $100,000 for one pill which is about 200 times more than what it cost to make. There is a person named Ethan whose wife has been diagnosed with aggressive cancer and is not expected to live for one more week. Ethan can’t afford the pill. He begged to pay by installments; sold his possessions; took out as many loans as possible but could not produce the money. Ethan chose to break into the pharmacy and steal the drug. His justification is the pharmacist is not meeting their responsibility to serve all members of society, not just the richest ones.

Day Two (Moral Value/Norm)

When is it bad to be compassionate?

A surprise storm capsized a cruise ship filled with people who were on vacation. A group of people managed to get onto one of a few life boats. They have been stranded for about two days in open ocean. The boat seems to have a small leak that requires attention every hour. One person cups the water and throws it overboard. At the start of the next day, they see three human bodies floating on wreckage from the same cruise ship. As the lifeboat approaches the bodies, it is clear that they are breathing—but just barely. The people in the lifeboat choose to pick up the three onto the boat. The new weight accelerates the leak and threatens to sink the boat.

Day Three (Ethical Dilemma) Post-conventional. Contract vs Authority.

Ellen is a 16-year-old girl who wanted to go camping one weekend with her friends. Her father agreed that if she worked to save up money, she’d be excused from chores for that weekend to go camping. Ellen worked hard over the next month doing errands for people and not spending on anything to save up money. She eventually saved $400 to cover the entire trip. At the day of the trip, Ellen’s father told her to not go on the trip because her cousin and family are arriving to celebrate the cousin’s birthday. Furthermore, the father told Ellen to give half of her savings as a birthday gift. Ellen decides to go anyway on the trip. Her justification is that there was an agreement—a deal between her dad and herself—that she upheld for a month while her father ignored as if her concerns did not matter.

Day Four (Moral Value/Norm)

When is it good to steal?
There is a librarian named Thomas. Thomas was typing on a laptop within earshot of several college students who organized a small study group for what sounds like a difficult final exam. Thomas overheard one of the students mention that they acquired the exam questions and answers from another friend who took the final two days ago in another course section. Thomas then saw the same student place a paper copy of the supposed exam questions and answers on the table. The other group members looked relieved and insisted on buying the student lunch as thanks. The group left their belongings on the table as they walked away. Thomas walked over; snagged the paper copy; and shredded it.

**Day Five (Ethical Dilemma) Pre-conventional. Punishment vs Personal Conscience.**

There’s a squad of Army soldiers retreating from gunfire by enemy combatants. They crossed a bridge to escape; but the enemy combatants can cross it too. The bridge could be destroyed by setting and detonating explosives. It would halt the enemy combatants and give the squad enough time to retreat. But Michael knows that whoever stays to detonate the bridge would be killed. The squad captain, Michael, thinks about who should stay. The squad could draw lots. But Michael considers how the retreat started because another soldier, Tim, defied orders to stay in camouflage. Instead, Tim charged forth which alerted the enemy combatants to the squad’s position. Several of squad members died in the ensuing firefight. Tim is a glory-seeker who has repeatedly defied orders before which has caused serious injuries. This is the first time his behavior led to squadmate deaths. Michael decides to have Tim stay to detonate the bridge and lies to him that the squad will be there to extract him. His justification is that the command will punish Tim for his squadmates’ deaths and prevent more deaths because of his brashness.

**Day Six (Moral Value/Norm)**

When is it bad to have free choice?

There are two parents with a 16 year old teenager named Noah. Both parents believe in having a democratic parenting style where they talk and explain Noah’s choices but never prevent him from making choices. They hope that doing so “guides” rather than “forces” Noah to appropriate behaviors. A month ago, Noah decided to eat only ice cream, gummy bears, and peanut brittle for every single meal for one whole week. Noah has stuck to the diet for an entire month now. The parents have tried to explain and talk with Noah about the harm of the diet to no success. Noah started encouraging his much younger cousins to eat only sweets too. The parents decided to not forbid sweets for the younger cousins either. But the parents try to counteract Noah’s influence by explaining the harm of the diet to the younger cousins.

**Day Seven (Ethical Dilemma) Conventional. Property vs Life.**

A police chief in a poor remote nation must choose sending her team between two sides of the country, north and south, to make an arrest. Earlier that day, two fugitives needed money to escape legal trouble. The first fugitive robbed several family-owned stores and made off with about $35,000 worth of cash. The second fugitive went to a beloved philanthropist. The second fugitive lied to the philanthropist explaining that he represented a charity that was looking to stock a food pantry. The philanthropist produced $300 in cash and then got murdered by the second fugitive. Both fugitives drove to separate airports to buy a flight ticket. The police chief has enough time and personnel to make one arrest before both fugitives fly to unfriendly neighboring countries. The police chief decides to arrest the first fugitive because losing so much money for so many small shops would destabilize the local economy and cause social unrest.
Day Eight (Moral Value/Norm)
When is it good to kill?

There is a doctor supervising patients within a single hospital ward. One patient is a 7-year-old child whose liver has failed and has been struggling to find a donor replacement. If the child does not get a replacement within the day, the child will die. Another patient is an 87-year-old woman who has a late stage terminal disease and is not expected to live within the next couple weeks. The doctor learned that the older individual has a perfect organ match with the child. And the doctor learned from the nurses that the older individual gave implied consent, a “thumbs up”, to donate their organs to the child. As the doctor approached to get formal written consent from the 87-year-old, a complete power outage occurred. Over the chaos, the doctor ran to check in on the patient and saw that the older patient fell into a coma during the outage and that their life support has turned off. The doctor holds the pen in the older patient’s hands and scrawls a forged signature onto the consent form. The power resumed at this point. The doctor then walked away without turning the life support system back on.

Day Nine (Ethical Dilemma) Post-conventional. Consent vs Authority.

There is an IT worker, Mary, who works for a major company. Mary is the one person responsible for monitoring “flagged” texts that circulate around the company’s communications network. Workers have sometimes used company texts for personal correspondence to family or friends. The cost of paying for wasted data usage alarmed the company to set up an official monitor. So, Mary screens texts that are frivolous; deletes them; and then sends warnings to workers. Texts are strictly confidential per company policy, so Mary cannot speak about the contents of the texts to anyone else. One day, Mary opens a flagged text. It was sent from her boss to a worker in a higher floor who happens to be married to Mary’s coworker sitting a cubicle behind her. The flagged text read as a plan to meet and resume an extramarital affair. Mary does not interact much with her coworker. Mary decides to break confidentiality and inform her cubicle coworker about the extramarital affair. Her justification is that company policy in this case hinders a person’s right to know that their relationships are based on trust.

Day Ten (Moral Value/Norm)
When is it bad to have consent?

There is a young man named Max from a faraway country whose current form of democratic government has worked uninterrupted for hundreds of years. Citizens of the country say their democracy works so well because every year, every single person votes in a referendum whether to keep or change the principles of their constitution. The constitution principles have not changed for hundreds of years. It states, among other principles, that a society has a fundamental right to euthanize individuals who get too sick or too old. Very sick and very old citizens vote in these referendums too. Max has a close relationship with his older sister who has gotten extremely sick over the past year. The older sister, as a law-abiding patriot, asked Max to kill her per custom. Max refused. Instead, he later drugged her unconscious and kidnapped her to bring her across the border into a neighboring country for asylum.

Day Eleven (Ethical Dilemma) Pre-conventional. Truth vs Property.

Eleanor is a superintendent to a rural school district where all the children qualify for free lunch and where the region slumped to economic depression as families lost their jobs when factories relocated. Eleanor has been seeking donations from private citizens to support upkeep of buildings; repairing equipment; buying instructional materials; and feeding/clothing students. A
day ago, Eleanor met one-on-one with a billionaire magnate who agreed to donate $100,000 dollars to the school district. The meeting was off-the-record where no documentation was taken. The following day, the billionaire magnate meets with Eleanor carrying the signed check but wrote $1,000,000 instead. The billionaire magnate also has gauze wrapped around their head. An assistant to the billionaire magnate explains the magnate hit their head yesterday causing bruises and short-term memory loss. Eleanor decides to accept the check. Her justification is that such a big donation will help her school; and the billionaire magnate will not be harmed because they have no past memory of agreeing otherwise.

**Day Twelve (Moral Value/Norm)**

**When is it good to lie?**

There is a 14-year-old named Paul who goes to an elite boarding school. Paul has been a victim to longstanding cyberbullying by a group of upperclassmen led by an 18-year-old named John. The most recent cyberbullying incident circulated pictures of Paul walking around parts of campus with gun crosshairs over his head and the caption “Loser in the Wild”. School teachers and administrators long suspected that John has been terrorizing Paul and several other students, but cannot act because there is no clear evidence. One day, Paul walked into an empty cooking classroom and saw that John left his smartphone, knives, and backpack unattended. Paul wrapped cloth around his hands. Paul placed one of the knives into a pocket in the backpack. And then Paul used John’s smartphone to take a picture of knife in the backpack and posted the picture onto John’s social media accounts with a brief caption of “Time to Hunt.” In a few hours, police officers arrived; handcuffed John; and escorted him away from the school grounds.

**Day Thirteen (Ethical Dilemma) Conventional. Affiliation vs Life.**

There is a father, Lee, and his child who have been imprisoned in a grueling civilian war camp. Prisoners work 20 hours straight everyday doing exhausting physical labor like pulling carts and digging ditches. Prisoners have the 4 remaining hours to sleep, eat, and take care of toileting. People who don’t work 20 hours get executed. People who do work 20 hours often die from exhaustion or disease from the conditions. Lee has kept up with the camp schedule; but his child is getting weaker. One day, the camp warden calls for Lee. The warden commends him for working every day without issue. The warden offers to designate Lee as a model prisoner which means that Lee and his child will work for just 8 hours every day; sleep inside a tent; eat fresh bread; and use an outhouse. The warden asks however for a proof of friendship where Lee must pick one other parent and their child in the camp to execute. The warden explains that Lee wouldn’t have to fire the gun. Lee decides to accept the offer of the warden and identifies another parent and child. His justification is that he is doing what any parent would do in their situation.

**Day Fourteen (Moral Value/Norm)**

**When is it bad to be loyal?**

Abbey is considered an exemplary high school senior. She is in the running for class valedictorian with a spotless GPA. She tutors her classmates in geometry and trig after school hours. She also presides the school computer coding club. She feels supported around school. Her mother is the calculus teacher. And her boyfriend Nick, another 4th year student, pushes Abbey to try her best. He has a hard background where his parents left him so his grandma takes care of him. Nick and his grandma do not have much; Abbey’s family has cooked meals for them during leaner months. Nick has excelled academically. Nick is also in the running for valedictorian. He has a full-ride scholarship to college. One day, Nick asked Abbey to drop off his smartphone because
he left it after one of the meals. While Abbey had it, several text messages came through (some numbers from her own friends) asking Nick if the calculus teacher, Abbey’s mom, gave him the answers yet for the midterm and final exams. The texts show that Abbey’s mom has been revealing exam questions and answers before the test date; and that Nick has been sharing them with friends. Abbey returns the phone and does not ask about the texts to Nick or her Mom.


There is a woman named Sarah. She recently wed her husband, Dan, after years of planning and saving money. The marriage was blissful with the newlyweds checking off goals as the months passed: they got a house; raised a puppy; and earned promotion at work; etc. The next on their to-do was refurbishing the house to make it more kid-friendly for their soon-to-be baby. One day a phone call came informing Sarah that Dan was killed in a shooting. The shooting happened at a business park which included Dan’s office. The perpetrator was a disgruntled employee in one of the other offices. Dan was one of 30 fatalities. Sarah grieved in the passing months. Death penalty was filed against the perpetrator. Sarah learned during the proceedings that the perpetrator had a history of documented mental illness; and was constantly turned away from mental health services due to cost. She later learned that the police tampered with protocol in not disclosing the perpetrator’s mental health history. Media interviewed victims’ loved ones for what outcome they wished to see. They pressed for death penalty. Sarah was interviewed too. Sarah expressed disagreement with the death penalty. Her justification is that despite the pain she has endured, the perpetrator has a history of mental health issues which has long gone untreated, so punishing the perpetrator would not meet the death penalty intent in addressing deliberate calculated harm, but instead serves as a way for society to indulge revenge and shift responsibility.

Day 16 (Moral Value/Norm)

When is it good to harm?

Louis is a 20-year-old who is the first of his family to attend college. He is also the youngest in the family. His then-pregnant mother and two older siblings came from a foreign country wracked with poverty. They settled into their host country after giving up their money and possessions to get smuggled past border security. His mother and older siblings never acquired citizenship; but Louis was born inside the host country and has citizenship. It has been two decades since they settled. In that time, his mother and siblings started and has run a business that employs people in their hometown; pay their taxes; and donate 10% of their earnings to local charities. His mother and siblings also set aside money for Louis to attend college one day, an opportunity that eluded the rest of the family. One day a speaker was invited to speak at Louis’ college. The speaker is a media personality who has publicly called for the deportation and “mysterious disappearance” of undocumented persons. The speaker always ends events by reading a list that names undocumented persons, their home/work addresses, and their phone numbers. Louis learned from a friend that a group of students discovered the hotel number where the speaker will stay the night before the event. The group plans to break in the hotel overnight and assault him. Louis asks about joining them.

Day 17 (Ethical Dilemma) Pre-conventional. Reparations. Affiliation vs Property.

There is a man named Henry who has lived in the same house where he grew up. One of his neighbors were racial minorities. The neighbor’s kid was his friend. It was a peaceful neighborhood. One day, his friend and their family abruptly left their home. Henry learned from his dad that their country declared war against the country from which his neighbors emigrated.
The government relocated his neighbors to a faraway site packed with people from that country. Two decades dragged until the war ended. In that time, Henry’s dad moved their fence further into their old neighbors’ property, until the fence enclosed all of it. Henry inherited the expanded property when his dad died. Post-war, neighborhood land values increased. He learned that selling the expanded property meant never working for the rest of his life. While starting bids, Henry heard his former friend was back in town seeking documents to reclaim their home. Henry decides to sell the property. His justification is that Henry’s dad understandably moved the property lines long ago given that no one was there to use or enjoy it. Furthermore, selling the property benefits Henry; whereas his former friend has no certain benefit without supporting documents.

Day 18 (Moral Value/Norm)
When is it bad to follow the law?

Jessica is a medical doctor working in a foreign country convulsing with civil war, power outages, food/water shortages, and closed public services. The civil war started from a wealthy minority calling for the assault and enslavement of a poor and populous group of undesirables considered the lowest social class within that country. The government organization she works with is immune from ground conditions because they operate from a large ship far from shore. The organization takes small boat trips to deliver medical treatment to people affected by the civil war. The organization hails from a home country with laws that forbid non-citizens boarding government boats for any reason. One day, the civil war led to an increase in violence where once-ignored children of the undesirables now served as targets of slavery. Jessica and her immediate team planned to save some of the children. In one of the regular trips ashore, Jessica, her team members, and other sympathetic ship personnel smuggled children of the families they treated onboard the ship. They let the children secretly stay in cabins even after the ship started a return journey to their home country.

Day 19 (Ethical Dilemma) Conventional. Erotic love vs. Law.

Matthew is a decorated police officer. For several years, he has lived in a house with three other individuals as secret polygamists. They have referred to the arrangement as being roommates in public and in legal statements. The laws of their country forbid polygamous relationships. The fines and prison time can bankrupt a person and waste away decades. Despite the anxiety that comes from breaking the law and being a law enforcer, Matthew overall appreciates his polygamous relationships as positive and fulfilling. Recently, Matthew has been yearning to raise a child. He and one of the female polygamists agreed to enter the legal process for adoption. The laws of that country prohibit adoption by single individuals. The laws presume that monogamous parenting rears civic-minded children. Near the end of the process, the child adoption officer tells Matthew to prepare to swear on record his romantic relationships. Matthew decides to halt the adoption. His justification is that proceeding with the adoption would exploit a loophole in the adoption process which will make him further undermine the law because of a want versus a need.

Day 20 (Moral Value/Norm)
When is it good to cheat?

Aubrey is a veteran math teacher at a selective private high school where its graduates go on to elite colleges. Tuition starts at several thousands of dollars per semester. Parents are happy to pay it given the school’s success. The tuition supports the salaries of the teachers who make much more than their public-school counterparts. This last point fuels resentment among teachers who note that grade inflation has picked up because of parental pressure to accept subpar or
adequate student work as exceptional “A” work. Parents have expressed in emails, phone calls, and in face-to-face meetings that they pay for a certain sort of education which includes high grades. Aubrey teaches a small class of students on a pilot scholarship program. The scholarship supports students with low-income backgrounds, who otherwise could not afford tuition. Aubrey is one of few teachers who refuses to change grades for parents. After the first year of the scholarship, many parents complained that Aubrey’s class contaminates the exceptional culture of the school because of their lower grades. School leadership proposed to end the scholarship if no improvement occurs. Aubrey still refused to change C grades to A grades; but for the rest of the year, Aubrey quietly permitted her class to use unauthorized electronic devices; refer to crib notes; and ask for peer help during formal projects and tests.

Day 21 (Ethical Dilemma) Post-conventional. Property vs Personal Conscience.

There is a college student named Emily preparing a party for a beloved cousin who is celebrating her 18th birthday. A year ago before the target date, Emily asked her cousin how she would like to celebrate her birthday. Emily noted all the activities like going to an amusement park; watching movies; dressing up for a classy evening dinner; and taking a two-week trip to a far-off country. Emily promised to set up the festivities. She told her cousin and mutual friends to save the date. Emily insisted that she would cover all the expenses. Close to a full year later, Emily worked to save up just enough money for the entire birthday bash. The day before the birthday, Emily learned that a massive earthquake wracked the country next to their intended destination. The earthquake destroyed most of that adjacent country’s infrastructure. The few fragmented news reports and social media that trickled in show throngs of people without shelter, food, water, or telecommunication. Humanitarian agencies lamented that the lack of attention and aid after the disaster is another tragedy. Emily decided to send all the money she saved for the birthday to one of the deployed humanitarian agencies. Her justification is that the kind of person all people should strive to act as would not let another person suffer when their own basic needs are met.